
Explanatory text for the image film of DHBW Stuttgart International Office on the  International Study 

Programme  

 

Drone flight over vineyard in fall, view on Daimler stadium in the background 

Fade-in of English logo of DHBW and colour splashes   

Fade- in of text „Community“, focus on large tree and people sitting on benches and looking down on 

Stuttgart caldera 

International students carrying DHBW paper bags, they walk as a group, look and wave towards the  

camera  

International students sit in a lounge in a DHBW building 

International students sit in a class room and write in their notebooks, look at the board  

Fade-in of the text „Live and Learn“ 

DHBW pens in different colours are shown, a DHBW cup follows 

Group study situation, teaching person stands at the whiteboard and writes something, looks to the 

students 

Fade-in of colour splashes and text „Study in English“ 

DHBW brochure is shown, text „DHBW“ is marked  

Students are sitting in a lounge and read in a notebook together  

Students play at a football table   

Cup is filled with a hot drink 

Fade-in of colour splashes and text „Taste“  

Students in winter clothes pick up cups with hot drink and raise their cups for a toast  

A Swabian Brezel is shown, fade-in of the text „Meet“  

Laughing students open beer bottles with an iron clasp , they sit on Schlossplatz and toast each other 

A group of students approaches the brightly-lit ferris wheel, The Länd- logo of Baden-Württemberg 

appears 

View from the ferris wheel to the brightly-lit Schlossplatz in the dark, shot to the group of students 

Fade-in of colour splashes and the text „Discover“  

Fade-in of the text „Nature“  

View from the TV tower, fade-in of the text „Culture“, students with their mobile phone in hand take 

a photo of the view from the TV tower 

Fade-in of the text „Tradition“, drone flight over castle Lichtenstein 

Shot on TV tower 

Schlossplatz from above, drone flight over vineyard 



Fade-in of colour splashes and the text „Experience DHBW Stuttgart“ 

In the background students sitting on benches under trees, laughing and waving into the camera 

Music stops, view of vineyard in the fall, birds chirping, fade-in of Englisch DHBW logo  

 

 

 


